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STRATEGY 
CHART

WEBSITE OF DECK INFORMATION

BIOGRAPHY

TIMELINE

LOGO IDEAS

VISUAL SYSTEM

CLASS

EXECUTION

ADVANCED 
LEARNING

SCREEN PRINTING

TECH SHOP WOOD

LASER CUTTING INTERNSHIP

Keep updating the process work.

PROCESS BLOG

Keep updating information about Charity Check to tumblr, twitter.

SOCIAL MEDIAS

GR801 Thesis Exploration 2
GR800 User Experience
GR604 The Nature Of Identity

GR801 Thesis Concept 1
Internship

GR801 Thesis Refinement 3
GR650 Design Portfolio
GR613 Professional Practice

GR800 Animation Design

GR801 Thesis Refinement 3
GR650 Design Portfolio
GR800 User Experience
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LOGO
Refined the logo till appropriated. 

Taking video / After Effect editing / 

Colletion the basic information

Decide the specific time and place for the exhibition. Includes Ads 

(posters, flyers, digital ads) / Brochure / Schedule / Way-finding or 

Signage / Website (home, about, contact pages) / Interactive Screen / 

Photography Room / Video (related to deliverable Video) / App (A func-

tion for buying exhibition tickets, it will also be a platform for taking 

donations.

Choose one device system and make the layout, drawing,  

category. Finally make it functional. Includes Homepage / 

about page / contact page/ Selected charities information (six 

causes from Human Service charities) with their transparent 

financial spendings / Track a donation page / activity page 

(related to Exhibition)

VIDEO

EXHIBITION

APP
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1. Ads (posters,flyers, digital ads)
2. Brochure
3. Schedule
4. Way-finding/Signage
5. Website ( Home, about, contact pages) 
6. Interactive Screen
7. Photography Room
8. Video (related to deliverable Video) 
9. App (A function for buying exhibition tickets, 
     it will also be a platform for taking donations)

INCLUDES

To get people involved in the charity 
exhibition. People will have an  
opportunity to explore more about 
the transparency of charities. 

GOAL

There will be several sections of charities displaying their 
organizational and financial transparency. For example, a 
gallery with photographs of charities, a lecture about their 
mission, an interactive screen that allows people to  
experience and explore a few charities’ transparent 
information. Moreover, people can get exhibition tickets 
by using the App (related to the deliverable App), and also 
decide to donate part, or the entire ticket price to their 
preferred charity through the App after visiting the  
exhibition. During the exhibition, people can go to each 
section to see the display and hear the charity  
ambassador’s explanation of their financial transparency.

STRATEGIES

EXHIBITION

One to two minutes, a call to action.

1. Homepage
2. About page
3. Contact page 
4. Selected charities information (six causes from  
    Human Service charities) with their transparent 
    financial spendings.  
6. Track a donation page  
7. Activity page (related to Exhibition)

To let people have an overall 
understanding on charities’ 
transparency of donation utilization.

People can decide and track where 
their money goes.

Providing a general information of charities’ financial 
transparency. Through the video, people can know how 
and where donations will be utilized by charities from the 
beginning of fundraising to the end of achieved cause. 

Providing specific information on donation utilization, 
such as, cause, business expense, or charitable  
payout. This app will also keep people informed  
about the exhibition. 

APP

VIDEO

Materials Matrix
The project is created to provide people with more transparent information 
and abilities to explore about Human Service Charities, in order to  
create more donations. The deliverables below are all interconnected in 
support of the Human Service Charities.


